In September 2018, LCS asked the opening of 3 British International Sections
- For elementary school students
- For Y6 students up to their Y9 in 2023
- For Y10 students up to their Baccalaureate in 2022

LCS received a positive feedback on January 18th 2019 for an opening in August 2019.
Cost and time schedules

- Primary: no change of schedule. The content only may vary.
- Collège: 4h of English + 4h of English literature + 1h30 of History and Geography in English.
- Lycée: 2h30 of English + 4h of English literature + 2h of History and Geography in English.
- Extra cost in Secondary school: 1300 AUD / an
Lessons
organisation

- Heavy work load. This program suits students who are motivated and able to work and read a lot.
- Classes with students with « more English » in collège or european section in Lycée
- Class hours will go further than the regular 9am-3pm
- The objective is to obtain B2 level in the 5 langages activities (CERCL)
- DNB OI (Le diplôme national du brevet "option internationale")
  + 2 specific oral assessments.
- The LCS ambition is to drive students further than level C1 (CECRL), while offering the british pedagogical approach.
- OIB (Baccalaureate international option)
  2 specific assessments (oral and written)
• English ans History-Geography common assessments are replaced by a specific on going assessment organised in Y12.
Selection process

**Application Form**
- Cover letter in English, hand written by the student (1 page maximum)
- 3 latest school reports
- Absences and late arrivals report
- Letter of recommendation (if from another School)

Application forms must be sent or given at school before **Friday 10 May**.

**LCS Admission committee:**
- Evaluation of the files
- Very good command in French and English
- No difficulty in other subjects
- Evaluation of the student’s ability to work more
- Evaluation of absences and late arrivals report (less than 10 half-days of absence and less than 5 late arrivals)
Written Assessments

- In Y5
  - In English
  - Duration 1h30
  - Written understanding and writing production (imaginative subject)

- In Y9
  - In English
  - Duration 2h
  - Written understanding and writing production (imaginative subject or essay)
Oral assessments

- In Y5 and Y9
  - English oral test for 5 minutes (conversation)
1 – Application to be submitted by **Friday 10/05/19**
Notice will be given: favorable / unfavorable

2- Written entry test to be held on **the week of May 20th**
No note and copies will not be returned; only an comment will be given:
   Very positive / Positive / With reservations

3- Oral test for applicants whom teachers expressed reservations to be held in the week beginning May 27th

4- Results **June 3rd 2019**